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Subject: Re: To all of the Wonderful People at Heromorph
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Quote:

drunkendragon wrote:
I wish I could pull off a lime green thongy.
But green ain't my color.
Gray socks is another thing, though.  Especially with sandals.
I've never been one to get mushy, but the only thing "macho" about me is when I misspell the Karate
kid's name in a vague and obscure reference.
And as for being old...well, let's just say I'm old enough not to need a curfew, but not so young as to
never want one.
And seriously, if I actually worried about this kind of stuff, I'd never sleep at night. (oops, bad
example, I'm a raging insomniac)  But you get the point.  When I crit myself, It's tongue in cheek.

Not to banter off subject, (too late) 'cuz this is a great topic and I seriously don't want to take away
from that.

So I'll wrap this entry by saying three little sentences.

First and foremost: 
Thanks to ReddEra for bringing this topic to light, and being just mushy enough to mean it, whilst still
exuding her own brand of feminine machismo.

Second:
Thanks to each of the HM team and supporters for continued patience, honest criticisms and helpful
hints.

And Finally :
HM staff...please update the worst pick up lines topic with some better ones...I've tried all those, and I
think I'd have better luck if I did wear a green thongy thingy. 
 
  

Ok, Dragon, no one can pull off a "bathing suit" like that.
About the age thing, good. You scared me there for a sec.
But the wonderful thing about the internet (i was thinking about this earlier) is that people from all
different ages, creeds, races, genders and religions can talk to people and find things in common
with each other that they normally wouldn't in person. Due to those reasons. It's fascinating.
It's good to be able to laugh at yourself. I can't stand people who take themselves too seriously. As
for insomnia I don't know too many people who aren't. That has become almost a hobby of mine. It
helps if I try to come up with long boring lame stories, it puts me to sleep usually, if I can focus long
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enough.

To look at your other points I too will be quick,

1. Sure, no prob
2. great point. 
3. Try talking to a woman about picking up other women. lol
It seems to be the only way. 

Once again you make me laugh.

Now on to other matters.
What is this thing in the shout box about me and MsVee and a comparison?
Unfortunately my nose makes me forever cute. *sigh*
But I've got big poofy lips and pretty eyes so I'm happy. 
I also have classy cute pictures for my DA and DA portfolio because it's also a resume. There are
different types of women in the world and even when I'm forty I'll be cute (thanks nose!) It's
something I hate and love.
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